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ABSTRACT:

        NMR chemical shift has been the most versatile marker of chemical structures, by reflecting

global and local electronic structures, and is very sensitive to any change within the chemical species.

In this work, a set of Ru(II) complexes with the same five ligands and a variable 6 th ligand L (none,

H2O, H2S, CH3SH, H2, N2, N2O, NO+, C=CHPh, and CO) is studied, using as the NMR reporter, the

phosphorus  PA of  a  coordinated  bidentate  PAN  ligand  (PAN  =  o-diphenylphosphino-N,N'-

dimethylaniline). The chemical shift of PA in RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)(L) (R = phenyl,  p-tolyl or  p-FC6H4)

was shown to increase as the RuPA bond distance decreases, an observation that was not rationalized.

This  work,  using  density  functional  theory  (DFT)  calculations,  reproduces  reasonably  well  the

observed 31P chemical shifts for these complexes, and the correlation between the shifts and the RuPA

bond distance as L varies. An interpretation of this correlation is proposed using a Natural Chemical

Shift  (NCS)  analysis  based  on  the  Natural  Bonding Orbital  (NBO) method.  This  analysis  of  the

principal components of the chemical shift tensors shows how the s-donating properties of L have a

particularly high influence on the phosphine chemical shifts.   

INTRODUCTION

One of our groups first reported in 1993 on the square pyramidal complexes trans-RuCl2(PN)(PR3) (R

= Ph, p-tolyl; PN = o-diphenylphosphino-N,N'-dimethylaniline), and their ability to bind H2 and N2 to

form,  as  final  products,  the  six-coordinate  cis-RuCl2(PN)(PR3)L  (L  =  H2,  N2)  complexes.1

Subsequently, the other relatively small molecules H2S,2,3 N2O,4 thiols,5 CO,6  NH3,6 and HCCPh,

which  is  converted  to  coordinated  C=CHPh,7  reacted  similarly  to  form  related  six-coordinate

complexes, in which the chloride ligands are either  cis or  trans. Scheme 1 shows the  cis and  trans

products for these systems, although the L = H2O and alcohol species were made via reactions with
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RuCl2(PN)(PR3)  that  was  formed  in  situ from  RuCl3(PR3)3  complexes;8 the  most  recent  report

describes a corresponding cationic  cis-NO+ species that was formed by reaction of  fac-RuCl3(NO)

(PN) with PPh3.9 The two 

Scheme  1. Schematic  reactivity  of  trans-RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)  toward  small  molecules  (L)  to  form

isomeric six-coordinate complexes. Note: the cis-C=CHPh complex is formed by addition of HCCPh

to the five-coordinate complex, and the NO+ complex by reaction of PPh3 with fac-RuCl3(NO)(PN)

P-atoms in  the  complexes  are  labelled  PA and  P  (Scheme 1),  as  in  the  associated  31P{1H}-NMR

spectra, which show the expected doublet of doublets pattern. Crystals suitable for X-ray studies have

been grown for many complexes, and an empirical inverse correlation between the 31PA chemical shift

and the RuPA bond length has been established over the respective ranges of about 30 80 ppm and

2.392.17 Å (Figure 1).9 Of note, the complexes with different X groups (Cl or Br) and phosphines

(PPh3, P(p-tolyl)3), or P(p-FC6H4) are present on this correlation line. Analogous trends exist for a

more  diverse  range  of  RuII-complexes  containing  PPh3
10 and  Ph2P(CH2)4PPh2

 ligands,11,12  with  the

slopes  and  intercepts  of  all  three  plots  being  remarkably  similar,  about  -3.0 x 10-3 Å ppm-1,  and

~2.43 Å, respectively. That the vinylidene complex cis-RuCl2(PAN)(PPh3)(C=CHPh) had one of the

longest RuPA bonds within all the complexes was rationalized in terms of decreased Ru to PA π-back-

bonding because of competition with such bonding in the Ru=C moiety and, consistent with this, the

shortest RuPA  bond  is seen for the five-coordinate species RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3]1 (no solid-state

structure  was  obtained  for  the  corresponding PPh3 complex),  where  maximum Ru to  PA π-back-

bonding is likely be available.7  The question of why the shortest bond results in a higher chemical

shift remained unanswered. Indirect evidence for such ‘π-back-bonding’ effects, based on solid-state

NMR studies13,14 and theoretical work15 on phosphoryl-containing compounds suggests that the degree

of π-bonding between P- and O-atoms is a key factor in governing the 31P chemical shift tensors and
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PO  bond  lengths.  Thus,  a  DFT  study  on  the  RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L  complexes  seemed  highly

appropriate to help quantify details of the observed, inverse NMR/structural plot of Figure 1, and this

led to the collaborative research described in this current paper. A theoretical study by Bühl’s group 16

that derived a correlation between experimental or computed RhP bond lengths and computed 103Rh

chemical shifts for a series of Rh phosphine-containing complexes also encouraged us to venture into

this area; of note, an increasing RhP bond length corresponded to an increase in the 103Rh chemical

shift, which is opposite to the correlation between the 31P chemical shift and the RuP distance seen in

Figure 1.

Figure 1.  Plot of 31PA{1H} experimental data vs. experimental RuPA bond length (Å) for RuCl2(PAN)

[P(p-tolyl)3] and the RuX2(PAN)(PR3)L complexes, where X = Cl or Br, and R = Ph,  p-tolyl or  p-

FC6H4 ;  L is shown in Scheme 1; various crystalline forms are included when occurring; none is

RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3].

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All geometry optimizations were performed on the full molecules (neutral or charged) considered in

vacuum with the Gaussian 09 package17 at the PBE0-D3BJ level.18,19 Ru was represented by relativistic

effective core potential (RECP) from the Stuttgart group and the associated basis set.20 The remaining

atoms (H, C, N, O, Cl, Br, and P) were represented by a triple-ζ pcseg-2 basis set.21 The analytically

calculated harmonic frequencies were used to evaluate the zero-point energies (ZPE), the enthalpies

and the Gibbs energies of all species at p = 1 atm and a temperature of 298.15 K. The coordinates of

all optimized structures and associated energies are given in the Supporting Information, SI. 

Calculations of NMR shieldings,  s, and related chemical shifts,  d, (eq 1, see below for sref),

were performed within the gauge-including atomic orbital (GIAO) framework using ADF 201622 with

the PBE0 functional on the full complexes in vacuum. Ru, P, and all atoms directly bonded to the
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metal and the P of interest were represented by Slater-type basis sets of triple-ζ quality (TZ2P), the

remaining atoms being represented by a double-ζ quality Slater-type basis sets (DZP). Relativistic

effects were treated by the 2-component zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA) including the

spin-orbit  contribution.23  The  results  were  found  to  improve  with  the  inclusion  of  the  spin-orbit

contribution  even  if  its  magnitude  is  globally  small  (larger  for  the  five-coordinate  than  the  six-

coordinate complexes).24  The analysis of the electron density and scalar-relativistic natural localized

orbitals  was  carried  out  with  the  NBO  6.0  program.25 Calculated  NMR  shielding  tensors  were

analyzed on the basis of  the scalar-relativistic natural  localized molecular orbitals  (NLMOs).26 To

allow  comparison  between  the  species,  all  complexes  were  described  with  a  consistent  Lewis

structure,  involving  three  facial  bonds:  RuPA.  RuN,  and  RuP.  It  was  verified  that  this  Lewis

structure represents properly the computed electron density for all complexes. 

δ=
σref−σ
1−σ ref

≈σ ref−σ (1) 

Literature has shown that calculations of the 31P NMR shieldings, and thus of the chemical shifts, are

challenging, since their values cover a range of 2000 ppm; a 10% accuracy in the calculation was

recently still  considered as “excellent”.27 Even the shielding in the simplest  PH3 is  challenging to

calculate.28-30 The  value  of  328.35  ppm was  first  proposed  for  the  shielding  of  the  experimental

compound used as reference, i.e. 85% aqueous H3PO4, [a85-H3PO4].31 Recently a revised value of 351.6

ppm was recommended.32 This latter value was considered in this work. Of note, the value of the

shielding for the reference is only important for comparing the calculated to the experimental chemical

shifts  and  not  for  the  trends,  which  are  the  main  focus  of  this  study.  Also  of  note,  the  NMR

measurements were carried out either in CDCl3 or CD2Cl2 with very little impact on the NMR data as

illustrated for RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3], where the PA chemical shifts are 81.42 and 81.46 in CD2Cl2

and CDCl3, respectively.1, 8 

RESULTS 

Structural Features of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L. The coordinates and a 3D representation of the

optimized structures of all complexes are provided in the SI. For all ligands except L = CO, the six-

coordinate complex of calculated lowest energy corresponds to the observed isomer, implying their

thermodynamic preference; this is compatible with the synthetic method of the RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L

complexes;  i.e. by  addition  of  L  to  the  five-coordinate  RuCl2(PAN)PR3,  in  which  the  empty

coordination site is trans to PA,  or via ligand exchange within Ru precursors in solution. Of note,

HCCPh, is converted to coordinated C=CHPh,7 and the NO+ complex is synthesized via a different

route.9  In  contrast,  the  CO complex,  trans-RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)(CO),  is  formed,  by  an  irreversible

reaction of CO to the powdered, five–coordinate trans-RuCl2(PAN)(PR3); calculations show that the
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cis isomer is energetically preferred by ∆H = 9.6 kcal mol-1, (Table 1) suggesting that the trans isomer

is a kinetic product.33

Table 1. Relative enthalpies (∆H) and Gibbs energies (∆G ) in kcal mol-1 for the cis and trans isomers 

of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L; experimental and calculated 31PA NMR chemical shifts in ppm using the 

calculated value of 351.6 ppm for the isotropic shielding of the reference, 32 and the experimental and 

calculated RuPA distances in Å

# L isomer R(PR3) ∆H ∆G  31P δexp
31P δcalc Ru PA expt RuPA calc

1 none trans p-tolyl - - 81.5a 113.8 2.170(1)1 2.154

2 CHCl3 trans p-tolyl -9.7 -10.5 87.4 2.194

3 CHCl3 cis p-tolyl 0.0 0.0 68.6 2.259

4 H2O trans phenyl -8.0 -8.1 68.5a 77.5 2.2305(14)8 2.203

5 H2O cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 76.5 2.219

6 CH3SH trans phenyl 4.3 4.5 47.7 2.280

7 CH3SH cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 51.4a 60.3 2.2802(8)5 2.248

8 H2S trans phenyl 4.1 3.4 50.8 2.273

9 H2S cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 50.6a 55.3 2.2712(6)5 2.253

10 H2S trans p-tolyl 2.2 1.1 51.8 2.280

11 H2S cis p-tolyl 0.0 0.0 51.9a 55.7 2.2560(4)2, 2.252

12 N2O trans phenyl 8.1 7.1 68.6 2.255

13 N2O cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 49.1b 60.7 NA 2.249

14 N2 trans phenyl 8.5 10.7 58.8 2.305

15 N2 cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 47.2b 57.5 NA 2.263

16 H2 trans phenyl 4.9 6.9 52.1 2.273

17 H2 cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 49.3a 54.8 2.2884(7)3 2.252

18 NO+ trans phenyl 13.0 12.7 43.5 2.460

19 NO+ cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 30.9c 34.3 2.3937(10)9 2.344

20 C=CHPh trans phenyl 11.7 11.0 -2.5 2.515

21 C=CHPh cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 37.9d 25.2 2.337(2)7 2.304

22 CO trans phenyl 9.6 10.2 13.0e 6.9 NA 2.432

23 CO cis phenyl 0.0 0.0 39.0 2.272

The solvent used for recording the 31P{1H} chemical shift is listed with the associated reference. a) 

CDCl3,8 b) CD2Cl2,4 c) CH2Cl2,
9 d) CDCl3,

7 and e) CDCl3.6 NA not available.

The isomeric preference for the thermodynamically preferred complexes can be rationalized

considering the s-donating and -accepting properties of L.34,35 Thus, the vinylidene group  which is
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both a strong s-donor and a single face -acceptor prefers to be trans to one of the two chlorides than

to PA (see Scheme 1 for labeling) by 11 kcal mol-1, hence the preference for the cis isomer.  Indeed, a

chloride ligand has a weak trans influence and also enhances the back-donation of one Ru lone-pair

into the empty p orbital of vinylidene Ca via 4e d-p interaction.36 The larger donation (L ® Ru) and

backdonation (Ru ® p(CaC=CHPh)) in the cis- over the trans- isomer are confirmed by the NBO analysis

(Table S18 in the SI). Similar effects account for the preference for the cis over the trans isomer for L

= NO+, N2, N2O (bonded via N as shown in the SI), and H2 by ∆G of 12.7, 10.7, 7.1, and 6.9 kcal

mol-1, respectively. Thus, all L ligands with -accepting ability37 coordinate cis to PA with the notable

exception of CO, whose complex is not under thermodynamic control. 

When the L ligand is a modest s-donor and has no -accepting ability, the energy preference

for the  cis isomer is either small,  or the  trans isomer is slightly more stable.  The five-coordinate

RuCl2(PAN)(PR3) has the empty coordination site trans to PA as illustrated in Scheme 1.1 If L interacts

weakly with the Ru complex, the structural preference of the five-coordinate species determines that

of the six-coordinate RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L; this accounts for the preference of trans-RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)

(H2O). The marginally stronger ligand H2S induces a slightly larger perturbation to the five-coordinate

species, resulting in almost isoenergetic cis- and trans- isomers; this is illustrated by the preference for

the  cis-isomer  by  3.4  or  1.1  kcal  mol-1 when  the  monodentate  phosphine  is  PPh3 or  P(p-tolyl)3,

respectively.  Under kinetic control, the preference for the trans isomer in the case of the CO ligand

results from a direct addition to the vacant site of the five-coordinate Ru complex.

There is a general fair agreement between calculated and observed bond lengths even if the

calculated bond distances are generally slightly shorter than the distances given by X-ray diffraction

values. (Tables S4 and S6-S9 in the SI). This is likely due to intermolecular interactions present in the

crystal  that  are  not  included in  the  calculations.  Geometry  optimizations  carried  out  for  a  single

molecule in vacuum, with a computational method that includes the dispersion corrections have been

shown to give bond distances that are too short.38 A noticeable discrepancy is obtained for L = NO+.

For this ligand, the solid-state structures of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)(NO)+ reveal that Ru-N(nitrosyl) bond

distance depends on the nature of the monodentate PR3, as shown by values of 1.794(5), 1.870(5), and

1.738(3)  Å,  for  P(p-tolyl)3,  PPh3,  and P(p-FC6H4)3,  respectively (Table  S8 in  the SI).9  Geometry

optimization carried out with PPh3 does not reproduce the observed, long RuN(nitrosyl) distance.

However,  since  the  31PA chemical  shifts  (and  other  spectroscopic  data)  are  similar  for  the  three

phosphine  ligands,9 the  Ru-N(nitrosyl)  distance  is  probably  similar  in  solution  for  the  three  NO+

complexes.

Isotropic  31PA Chemical Shifts.  The  31PA chemical shifts,  dPA,  of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L, were

calculated  for  the  cis-  and  trans-isomers,  regardless  of  the  structural  preferences,   in  order  to

determine the impact of the coordination site of L on the chemical shift of PA, (Table 1 and Figure 2).

The 31P chemical shifts of the monodentate phosphine were also calculated, they vary little with L and
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are less informative, the corresponding data are reported in the SI and are not discussed in detail

(Table S3). Good agreement is obtained between experimental and calculated chemical shifts for PA,

with  the  exception  of  the  five-coordinate  RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3]  complex  (#1)  for  which  the

observed  dPA in  CDCl3 is  81.5  ppm1 and the calculated value is  113.8 ppm.  Since  the  difference

between  experimental  and  calculated  values  is  <  15  ppm  for  all  other  complexes,  this  larger

discrepancy of ~ 32 ppm may not be due to the computational method. This five-coordinate complex,

in the absence of an agostic interaction (not present in the solid state or in the computed optimized

structure) likely binds a CDCl3 ligand and forms six-coordinate RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)(CDCl3) in solution.

Optimization of this complex gave a trans h1Cl3CD complex (#2) with a Ru…Cl distance of 2.79 Å

and also a less stable cis isomer (#3); further, for this complex #2, the calculated dPA of 87.4 ppm is

only 6 ppm away from the experimental value. This is considered a good indication that the NMR data

for this five-coordinate complex, in fact, refer to a solvated species with a weakly coordinated CDCl3.  

The agreement  between calculated  and experimental  chemical  shifts  for  PA in  this  set  of

complexes is good as illustrated by an R2 of 0.964, excluding #1 from the correlation (Figure 2).

Including dynamic effects and explicit solvation of the molecular species, in addition to representation

of the relativistic effects with 4-components calculations, would be required to achieve high accuracy

as illustrated recently for trans-PtCl2(NHMe2)(PPh3) in water.39 In fact, the lack of consideration of the

diversity of possible conformations could account for the 13 ppm difference between the observed and

calculated chemical shifts in the case of L = C=CHPh (#21). For probably related dynamic effects, the

agreement  between calculated and experimental  31P chemical  shifts  was found to be significantly

lower for the monodentate phosphine than for PA of the bidentate PAN ligand (Table S3 in the SI vs

Table 1). 

Figure 2. Calculated  vs. experimental  31PA chemical shifts for RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L. See Table 1 for

labelling of the complexes.  The reference value for calculating 31P chemical shifts is 351.6 ppm.32 
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Figure  1  presented  the  linear  relationship  between  experimental  31PA chemical  shifts  in

solution and RuPA bond distances  determined in the  solid  state.  A similar  relationship holds  for

computed values and even when all isomers (observed and not observed) are included, as shown in

Figure  3  where  blue  squares  and  red  triangles  refer  to  the  observed  and  non-observed  species,

respectively.  However, the correlation is better when considering the observed isomers only (blue line

R2 = 0.960) than all isomers (black line R2 = 0.857).  Three complexes are far from the correlation line,

like  RuCl2(PAN)(P(p-tolyl)3)  (#1),  trans-RuCl2(PAN)(PPh3)(NO)+ (#18)  and  also  cis-RuCl2(PAN)

(PPh3)(C=CHPh) (#21). Thus, the correlation between dPA and RuPA bond distances appears good, but

the presence of exceptions suggests care in a more general application.  

Figure 3.  Calculated chemical  shifts  dPA (ppm)  vs.  calculated RuPA distances  (Å).  The  blue full

squares and red empty triangles correspond to observed and non-observed isomers, respectively.  For

labelling of complexes, see Table 1.  

As  expected,  the  calculated  chemical  shifts  differ  for  the  cis and  trans isomers,  but  the

difference between these values depends on L. With the weakly bonded ligands H 2O, H2S, CH3SH,

N2O, N2 and H2 the calculated dPA are similar for the two isomers with no clear trend for which isomer

has the higher chemical shift.  It is thus rather difficult to use the calculated chemical shift to assign

the cis or trans nature of the isomer by comparison with the experimental shift. The situation is better

with more strongly bonded ligands such as NO+, C=CHPh and CO (#18-23). This confirms the  cis

nature  for  the  experimental  NO+ and  C=CHPh complexes  and  trans nature  for  the  CO complex.

Similarly, the calculations indicate clearly that the empty coordination site (or the weakly interacting

CDCl3 solvent) is trans to PA ((#1-2).  
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DISCUSSION

Charge transfer from L to RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)  To understand how L influences the chemical

shifts  of  PA,  one needs first  to analyze how L tunes  the  electronic  structure of  RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)

around PA. A meaningful way to obtain this information is to consider that the six-coordinate complex

is formed by the union of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3) and L, and study this interaction using the NBO method.25

In  an  NBO  vision,  the  bonding  is  described  by  donor/acceptor  interactions;  the  key  one  is

delocalization of the electron density on L, usually localized in a lone-pair according to the NBO

analysis, into vacant antibonding s* type NBOs (antibonds) between Ru and the ligands of the five-

coordinate fragment.25,40 This delocalization leads to charge transfer from L to the vacant  s* NBOs;

due to the absence of symmetry of the complexes, charge transfer occurs also in antibonds that are cis

and trans to L. As expected, the charge transfer increases with the s-donor strength of L but is always

significantly less than 2e. Therefore, the partial occupancy of a s* NBO antibond leads to lengthening

but not cleavage of the Ru-ligand bond. In term of molecular orbitals (which can always be expressed

as linear combinations of NBOs), partial occupancy of a s* NBO is associated with a raise in energy

of all vacant (canonical) molecular orbitals that have contributions from this s* NBO. 

Here, focus on the RuPA bond is needed, and thus the partial occupancy of the s(RuPA) and

s*(RuPA) NBOs were calculated (Table S17 in the SI). The partial occupancy of s(RuPA) NBO is

around 1.89e for all L. In contrast, the partial occupancy of s*(RuPA), ns*(RuPA), is very sensitive

to the  nature  of  L.   This  partial  occupancy,  which is  the  smallest  (0.15e)  for  the  five-coordinate

complex #1, increases in a modest manner (0.2 to 0.4e) for weak s-donors like H2O, H2S, CH3SH, and

N2O, (#4-13) and becomes significant (0.5 to 0.65e) for strong s-donor L like NO+, C=CHPh, and CO

(#18-23).  Increasing  ns*(RuPA)  lengthens  the  RuPA bond  (Figure  S6  in  the  SI)  although  the

correlation is  modest  (R2 =  0.652)  because several  additional  donor/acceptor  s-and  -interactions

contribute to the global interaction of the two fragments. 

Correlation  between  Isotropic  Shielding  at  PA and  Electronic  Properties  at  PA.  The

following uses both the chemical shift (dPA) and the shielding (sPA) terms. As currently recognized,41-43

the  NMR shielding of  PA is  not  expected to  correlate  well  with the  atomic charge on the active

nucleus. This is the case also for the complexes in the present work (Figure S7 in the SI).  In attempts

at understanding the observed correlation between the dPA/sPA and the RuPA bond distance, a search

was made for an electronic property that could correlate with these factors, and a remarkably good

correlation (R2 = 0.912,  Figure  4)  was found between the calculated shielding at  PA,  sPA,  and the

electron occupancy of the  s*(RuPA) NBO, ns*(RuPA), defined in the previous section. Thus, the

isotropic shielding and the RuPA bond distance both increase as ns*(RuPA) increases,  i.e. as more

electron density is transferred to the s*(RuPA) NBO. This naturally establishes a correlation between

dPA/sPA and  the  RuPA bond  distance,  as  observed  experimentally.  While  this  is  gratifying

phenomenologically, an understanding is developed in the following section.
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Figure 4. Isotropic shielding vs. the occupancy, ns*(RuPA), of the s*(RuPA) NBO.

The tuning of the PA Chemical Shift (Shielding) Tensor by L. In recent literature, there has been an

increasing number of studies focused on the relationship between the chemical shifts/shieldings and

bonding features of the selected nucleus and the interested reader is referred to selected articles and

reviews.26,44-48 These  studies  have been extremely  useful  in  getting deeper  insight  on  the  bonding

properties around the studied atom, with possible extrapolation to other properties such as reactivity. 49-

55  The flourish of recent studies for a high diversity of atoms is a clear indication that chemists wish to

learn more NMR information. The literature is abundant for main group elements and only selected

references are given. Carbon50-57  and silicon58 were considerably studied. More recently  aluminium,59

yttrium,60 oxygen,61 selenium,62 and tellurium63 were also considered. Phosphorus has been studied in

systems with and without a transition metal.64-68 For instance, the nature of the carbon-phosphorus

double  and triple bonds was interpreted by solid-state NMR.64 The unusually high chemical shift of a

metal-bound phosphido group was shown by calculations to be associated with a high paramagnetic

term.65 Solid-state NMR studies and analysis of the chemical shift tensor have been combined on a

variety of phosphine-containing complexes using computational methods similar to the one used in the

current work. 66-68 

The key information is the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), which can be measured by solid-

state NMR and calculated by quantum methods.  It  is  represented by a second rank tensor whose

components in the principal axes frame are d11, d22, d33 (d11 ≥ d22 ≥ d33); the isotropic chemical shift is

the average of these three components (equation 2) and a similar quantity in terms of shieldings (s11 ≤

s22 ≤  s33)  is  used below.  A measure  of  the  anisotropy is  represented by the span W -difference

between d11 and d33. 
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δ iso=
1
3

(δ 11+δ 22+δ33 )       (2)

For all complexes computed in this work, one of the principal axes of the shielding tensor is

approximatively along the RuPA direction and the other two are approximatively perpendicular to it.

(Table S11, and Figures S3, S4, and S5 in the SI). Thus, although the complexes have no symmetry

elements, the directions of the principal axes are characteristic of an octahedral type coordination as

established  for  phosphine  complexes  of  higher  symmetry.67 As  a  consequence  of  the  absence  of

symmetry elements, the two principal axes that are perpendicular to the RuPA “axial” direction do not

have  specific  orientation  relative  to  the  four  ligands  in  the  “equatorial  plane”.  Their  orientations

change with L and its cis or trans position relative to PA. However, for essentially all complexes, the

two axes perpendicular to the RuPA direction are associated with the most deshielded components, i.e.

σ 11 and  σ 22.  Of note,  however,  for  cis NO+ (#19),  and to a lesser extent  cis C=CHPh (#21),  the

principal  axes  associated  with  the  s22  and  s33 components  deviate  from being  perpendicular  and

parallel, respectively, to the RuPA direction. Fortunately, these deviations do not impact significantly

on the analysis.

In a nonrelativistic formalism, the shielding can be split into diamagnetic and paramagnetic

(usually  deshielding)  contributions.69 Within the GIAO framework,  the  calculations  show that  the

diamagnetic contribution for PA in all species of Table 1 is essentially constant and is also isotropic

(Table S12 in the SI). Thus, the variation in chemical shifts as a function of L must be attributed to the

paramagnetic  contribution,  which  includes  also  the  spin-orbit  term  in  this  work.  This  is  nicely

illustrated by the almost perfect correlation between  siso and  sp+so with a slope of 0.995 and R2 of

0.9997 (Figure 5 left and Table S12 in the SI). Analysis of the terms  σ 11
p+SO,   σ 22

p+SO, and  σ 33
p+SO, which

are the paramagnetic plus spin-orbit shieldings in the principal axis frame, is thus sufficient to explain

the behavior of sp+so, and thus of siso.

Calculations  show  that  σ 11
p+SOand  σ 22

p+SOvary  significantly  with  L  whereas  σ 33
p+SO is  more

constant (Table S12, in the SI). Therefore, this latter term cannot be responsible for the variation of

siso.  Further, the correlations between siso and σ 11
p+SO or σ 22

p+SO ,  independently, are reasonable (R2 of

0.930 and 0.884, respectively,  Figure S1 in the SI).  However,  the slopes of these correlations are

similar, suggesting equal contributions. Indeed, the correlation between  siso and 1/3(σ 11
p+SO +  σ 22

p+SO)

with an excellent R2 of  0.9863 and a slope of 0.844 shows that the paramagnetic contributions of the

two most deshielded terms to the averaged paramagnetic shielding  sp+so quantitatively describes the

changes of the isotropic shielding siso. We now analyze the reasons for this behavior.

11



Figure 5. Isotropic shielding siso vs. (left) sp+so and (right) (σ 11
p+SO + σ 22

p+SO)/3.

An analysis of the shielding principal components s11, s22 and s33, was performed in terms of

molecular orbitals (MOs). To understand the origin of the contributions of the various MOs to the

paramagnetic terms70 a convenient approach is that of the ‘orbital rotation model’.56,71,72 Focus being on

phosphorus, all MOs having contributions on the PAC and RuPA bonds are of interest. The orbital

rotation model is illustrated in Scheme 2 with selected contributions of the phosphorus orbitals to

these bonds. For instance, the 3py orbital contributes to MOs having PAC bonding character. Applying

the magnetic field along the x direction can be thought of as rotating the 3py orbital around the x axis

by 90°, this yielding a rotated orbital aligned with the z axis.  Thus, the occupied MOs with 3py orbital

character overlap, after rotation, with an empty MO with s*(RuPA) character. This coupling results in

a paramagnetic contribution at PA associated with the x direction. An analogous development can be

done with the PA 3pz orbital, which contributes to MOs having RuPA bonding character. Applying the

magnetic field along the x direction can be thought of as rotating the 3pz orbital around the x axis, this

yielding a rotated orbital along the y direction. The occupied MOs with 3pz character overlap, after

rotation, with an empty orbital that is antisymmetrical relative to the xz plane such as the schematic

orbital shown on the right-hand side of Scheme 2. The corresponding coupling between these orbitals

also  yields  a  paramagnetic  term associated  with  the  x  axis.  The  magnitude  of  the  paramagnetic

contributions increases with increasing overlap between the occupied and empty MOs and decreasing

energy gap.  Similar schemes apply to the magnetic field along the y direction (rotation around y). In

this case, the 3px and 3pz orbitals of phosphorus contribute to a paramagnetic term associated with the

y direction. Finally, the magnetic field along the z direction is associated with contributions from MOs

with 3px and 3py characters and a resulting paramagnetic field associated with the z direction. The

paramagnetic terms s11 and s22 are associated with the magnetic field along the x and y axes, while s33

is  associated  with  that  along z  axis.  The contributions  of  the  MOs were  calculated  for  the  three

principal  components.  For  all  of  them,  a  large  number  of  small  contributions  is  found,  making

12



interpretation of the results in term of bonding pattern challenging. Presenting the results in a more

compact  way is  thus preferable.  This is achieved with the localization procedure  provided by the

Natural Chemical Shift (NCS) analysis, implemented in the NBO method; this analysis describes the

diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions, notably in terms of lone-pairs and bonds. Comparison

between  complexes  #1-23  is  possible  if  a  similar  Lewis  structure  is  selected  for  all  systems.

Therefore, the NCS analysis was carried out using the Lewis structure that was also used to calculate

the occupancy of the s*(RuPA) NBO. This procedure reduces considerably the number of terms; four

emerge:  PAC and RuPA bonds,  the Ru lone-pairs and PA core orbitals  that  contribute roughly in

comparable amounts to the paramagnetic terms of  s11,  s22 and s33 (Tables S13-S15). Unfortunately,

none of  these four  contributions  correlate  well  with the  full  paramagnetic  term of  each principal

component for all complexes #1-23.  However,  it is sufficient to consider the contributions of the

PAC and RuPA bonds to  s11 and s22 to understand why the five-coordinate species and its solvated

variant (#1-2), have the most deshielded PA, and six-coordinate species with L =  NO+, C=CHPh and

CO,  (#18-23),  have  the  most  shielded  PA.  In  fact,  the  contributions  of  the  PAC  bonds  to  the

paramagnetic terms of s11 and s22 vary considerably, and alone determine the low shieldings for #1-2

and the high ones for #18-23. An opposite, but smaller, variation is found from the contribution of the

RuPA bond; thus, this contribution moderates the very large change in shielding associated with the

contribution  from  the  PAC  bonds.  Together,  the  sum  of  these  two  contributions  account  well

qualitatively  for  the  high  and  low  chemical  shifts  of  complexes  #1-2  and  #18-23,  respectively.

Nevertheless, these two terms, together, do not correlate well with the variation of the paramagnetic

terms  of  s11 and  s22 for  the  entire  series,  #1-23;  additional  contributions  are  needed.  Since  the

contributions from the PAC and RuPA bonds are needed to define the complexes with the lowest and

highest PA chemical shifts, they are worth exploring further. 

 As suggested by the NCS analysis, and illustrated in Scheme 2, the contribution of the PAC

term to the paramagnetic term along the x direction depends on the ‘overlap’ of the rotated PA 3py

orbital with the s*(RuPA) NBO. It also depends on the difference in energy between the MOs with

PAC and s*(RuPA) NBOs contributions. Qualitatively, the MOs with PAC contributions are likely to

be influenced little by the coordination at the ruthenium center. In contrast, the energies of empty MOs

with s*(RuPA) NBO character are likely to be significantly influenced by this coordination and use of

the  partial  occupancy  ns*(RuPA)  of  the  s*(RuPA)  NBO  is  proposed  to  establish  tendencies.

Mentioned earlier was that empty MOs with  s*(RuPA) NBO character are expected to be low in

energy when ns*(RuPA) is small. This is the case for #1-2 where ns*(RuPA) is < 0.25e (Table S17);

this leads to large PAC bond deshielding paramagnetic contributions to s11 and s22, for #1-2, as indeed

calculated  (Tables  S13  and  S14).  Following  the  same  analysis,  there  is  much  less  deshielding

contribution  from the  PAC bonds  in  the  case  of  #18-23;  for  these  systems,  ns*(RuPA)  is  large

(around 0.5-0.6e), and in fact the calculations give a shielding contribution. A related analysis can be

done for the contribution of the s(RuPA) NBO to the paramagnetic terms of s11 and s22. A schematic
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representation of an empty orbital, which can couple with the rotated s(RuPA) NBO, is shown on the

right-hand side of Scheme 2 in the case of L = CO. Such an empty orbital is at low energy when L has

-accepting  character.  This  accounts  for  a  significant  deshielding  paramagnetic  contribution

originating  from  the  RuPA bond  for  ligands  like  NO+,  C=CHPh  and  CO  (#18-23).  Thus,  the

contributions from PAC and RuPA bonds have opposite consequences on the shielding of PA but the

contribution from the PAC bonds varies more across the whole set #1-23, which results in PA being the

most deshielded in the complexes #1-2 and the least in the complexes #18-23. This also explains why

ns*(RuPA) appears to be a good compact descriptor for the PA chemical shift. In addition, ns*(RuPA)

correlates well with the chemical shifts for the entire series #1-23, (Figure 4) which is probably due to

additional, non-identified, small contributions.  

The  31P chemical shift  is thus highly sensitive to the coordination sphere of the phosphine

complex, but cannot be related to the donor/acceptor property of the phosphine acting as a response

for a change of L. Analysis of the 31P chemical shift is based on the occupied and empty orbital pattern

of the whole complex, which is itself tuned by the coordinated ligands. However, informative is that a

good correlation is shown to exist between the 31P chemical shift and the occupancy of a s*(RuPA)

NBO,  ns*(RuPA),  obtained  from  an  NBO  analysis  of  the  complex  considered  as  the  union  of

RuCl2(PAN)(PR3) and L. This suggests that the PA chemical shift is more strongly influenced by the s

metal-ligand field than by its donor/acceptor characteristics. 

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of the rotated orbital  model for a magnetic field along the x

direction resulting into paramagnetic  couplings.  (Left)  3py orbital,  contributing to  the  PAC bond,

coupled with the  s*(RuPA) NBO after 90° rotation around x axis; L is not specified. (Right) 3pz

orbital,  contributing  to  the  RuPA bond,  coupled  with  a  schematic  vacant  orbital  (L  =  CO)  after

rotation by 90° around the x axis 
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CONCLUSIONS

This computational study of 31PA NMR chemical shifts/shieldings in RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L complexes (L

= none, H2O, H2S, CH3SH, N2O,  H2, N2, NO+, C=CHPh, and CO) provides an understanding of the

dependence of dPA on the nature and coordination site of L. The earlier experimental studies established

a linear relationship between dPA and the solid-state RuPA bond distance, raising the question of why

such a correlation exists. This correlation is reproduced with calculated values, where the number of

systems is enlarged by considering primary and secondary isomeric forms of RuCl 2(PAN)(PR3)L. The

chemical shifts calculated with the 2-component ZORA method, including spin-orbit corrections, on

the full models of RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L, reproduce the observed chemical shifts well using the latest

proposed value for the reference compound (351.6 ppm). The calculations also suggest that the NMR

measurements  have  probed  a  CDCl3  solvated  RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3],  even  though  there  is  no

experimental evidence for this. 

There is no relation between dPA and the charge on this atom. In contrast, a good correlation

exists between  dPA and the occupancy of the  s*(RuPA) NBO, ns*(RuPA),  calculated by an NBO

analysis  in  which  RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)L is  built  from RuCl2(PAN)(PR3)  and   L.  In  this  correlation,

increasing ns*(RuPA) decreases  dPA and thus, a weak electron donor L is associated with a small

ns*(RuPA) and high dPA. In contrast, a strong s-electron donor L leads to a large ns*(RuPA) and low

dPA.  This  accounts  also  for  the  correlation  between  dPA and  the  RuPA bond  distance  since  low

ns*(RuPA) is associated with a shorter RuPA bond distance.

To understand the correlation of dPA with ns*(RuPA), an analysis of the shielding at PA was

conducted with the NCS analysis associated with the NBO method. The variation of dPA is determined

by the paramagnetic term of the two most deshielded components (s11 and s22) of the shielding tensor

at PA, both components being associated with the principal axes that are essentially perpendicular to

the RuPA direction. An analysis of s11 and s22 shows a deshielding contribution from the paramagnetic

coupling of  occupied orbitals  having PAC bonding character  with vacant  ones  having  s*(RuPA)

character. Low occupancy of the  s*(RuPA) NBO increases the paramagnetic coupling and thus dPA,

which  accounts  for  RuCl2(PAN)[P(p-tolyl)3]  having  the  highest  dPA.  Increasing  the  occupancy  of

s*(RuPA)  NBO,  as  a  result  of  the  charge  transfer  from  L  to  the  five-coordinate  Ru  fragment,

lengthens the RuPA bond and decreases the paramagnetic coupling.  Thus, the high sensitivity of dPA to

L reflects mostly the s-donating characteristics of this ligand and notably the availability of the empty

orbitals with antibonding RuPA character for involvement in paramagnetic coupling.  
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